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With just a few weeks to go,
COMMERCIAL KITCHEN is all set for a
successful second edition when it
opens its doors on 6-7 June at
the NEC, Birmingham. The
UK’s only show dedicated to
the running of effective,
profitable kitchens will see
thousands of equipment
buyers, kitchen professionals,
specifiers, distributors and
consultants gather at the annual
meeting place for their industry.
COMMERCIAL KITCHEN is the ideal

opportunity to discover all the latest
product innovations to help improve

your kitchen and business in 2017
and beyond. You can get
inspiration for your kitchen
with exciting features
including the Innovation
Challenge Gallery and The

CEDA Awards Gallery. Add
to this a FREE Keynote Seminar

Programme with sessions by leading
experts from every sector of the
industry and it really is unmissable. 
We look forward to seeing you there!

Leading equipment buyers gear 
up for COMMERCIAL KITCHEN 2017!

Visiting buyers can meet and do
business with 100 leading,
innovative suppliers all ready and
waiting to show you their latest
products and services to help
ensure your kitchen is fit for
purpose, sustainable and future
proofed!

They’ll be
showcasing the
complete range
of innovative
equipment,
devices and
utensils required
to run an
efficient and profitable commercial
kitchen; including cooking
equipment, refrigeration, storage,
warewashing, fit out and design.
See p7-9 for a sneak preview of just
some of the exciting products that
you’ll be able to find at the show.

MEET THE INDUSTRY’S 
LEADING SUPPLIERS

“

www.commercialkitchenshow.co.ukOPENING TIMES: Tues 6 June: 10am – 5pm | Wed 7 June: 10am – 4.30pm

Whether you’re an executive chef, development chef, catering
manager, facilities manager, procurement professional, consultant
or distributor…if you’re looking for the best equipment, services
and accessories for your commercial kitchen then make sure
you join your industry at COMMERCIAL KITCHEN. 

I want the best equipment for our teams and customers
so COMMERCIAL KITCHEN was a very relevant show for 
me. I look forward to attending again.” 
DIRK WISSMANN, SENIOR EQUIPMENT BUYER, PRET A MANGER

DON’T
MISS IT!

Book your FREE 
trade ticket at 

commercialkitchenshow.co.uk
quoting priority code CK59

CASUAL DINING CHAINS • FINE DINING & MICHELIN-STAR RESTAURANTS • PUBS & BARS • HOTELS • CONTRACT CATERERS • SCHOOLS 
• UNIVERSITIES • HOSPITALS • CARE HOMES • PRISONS • FOOD-TO-GO MULTIPLES • SUPERMARKETS • LEISURE ATTRACTIONS & VENUES

THE
ESSENTIAL
EVENT FOR:

THE industry event for
kitchen professionals

EQUIPMENT | PROJECTS | DESIGN



“I really enjoyed COMMERCIAL KITCHEN.
The equipment and size of show was
relevant, with some great innovative
pieces of equipment on display. It was 
a great opportunity to catch up with
suppliers and colleagues and I look
forward to being present at the next
show.”
ANDY GAGE, DEVELOPMENT CHEF, WAGAMAMA

“COMMERCIAL KITCHEN was a real success.
This is the most relevant, forward-thinking
show in our industry, and we will certainly
be attending next year!”
HAYLEY DEAN, GENERAL MANAGER, 
CS CATERING EQUIPMENT

“COMMERCIAL KITCHEN is the ideal show 
to visit whether it’s to sense check your
kitchen equipment against other brands 
or to find new suppliers of equipment. 
A must attend.”
CHRIS KNIGHTS, GROUP EXECUTIVE CHEF, 
YOUNG & CO’S BREWERY, P.L.C.

“It was great to attend a show purely
dedicated to kitchen equipment. We are
now working with new suppliers from the
show to design a concept kitchen we can
roll out across 23 kitchens.”
PAUL CLARKE, HEAD OF FACILITIES, 
PENNAETH CYFLEUSTERAU (NHS WALES)
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Senior buyers looking for
commercial kitchen equipment

including executive chefs,
development chefs, catering

managers, facilities managers 
and procurement 

professionals. 

WHO
VISITS?

Following the award-nominated launch of the only UK trade
show exclusively dedicated to decision makers involved in
buying and specifying equipment for commercial
kitchens, I’m delighted to announce that COMMERCIAL
KITCHEN is back on 6-7 June. 

The show that the most forward thinking end users,
design houses, distributors and consultants (not to mention
the suppliers) asked for returns with even more innovative
equipment to revolutionise your kitchen operations. 

Whether you are a decision maker for a restaurant, pub, food to
go multiple, hospital, school, contract caterer, care home, prison,
university, stadium or hotel you’ll be impressed by the quantity and
quality of new and exciting equipment for you and your peers to
compare and contrast during your visit.

If your business revolves around your kitchen then this is the
show for you. COMMERCIAL KITCHEN is the major annual trade
show for those responsible for buying, specifying, designing,
installing or refitting the important back of house areas that allow

you to stand out from the competition.

Like you, the best operators across the UK know how
important it is to invest in better kitchen facilities and
equipment which is why COMMERCIAL KITCHEN is the
most comprehensive trade show of its kind.

This exciting show (from the award-winning team
behind Casual Dining & lunch!) is the two days a year where

the who’s who of the commercial kitchen industry come together
in one focused, dedicated and targeted environment and we very
much look forward to welcoming you and your team to
COMMERCIAL KITCHEN – where decision makers do business.

If your career involves designing, maintaining, improving or
inspiring kitchens then please register FREE for COMMERCIAL
KITCHEN today.

Best wishes,

Chris Brazier | Group Event Director – COMMERCIAL KITCHEN

Welcome to COMMERCIAL KITCHEN 2017
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COMMERCIAL KITCHEN
– supported by your industry
COMMERCIAL KITCHEN has been developed to meet the needs
of this dynamic, fast changing industry. The show is supported
by many of the industry leading publications and associations.
The list is growing every day. 

Partner:
Visit
them on
stand
G10

Lead
Partner:
Visit
them on
stand B2

Supported by:

Media partners:

Following a great
first edition, CEDA
is delighted to be
Lead Partner at the
UK’s only show
dedicated to the
commercial kitchen
industry.”
ADAM MASON, 
DIRECTOR GENERAL, CEDA

“ “

Keynote
Q&A
Chris Moore, CEO, 
The Clink

What do you see as the key trends for commercial kitchens
in the coming year?
Customers at our restaurants are often intrigued to discover the
preparation and cooking processes that go into the dishes. I
believe we’ll be seeing more cooking out in the open and
theatrical elements such as table side carving on the up in the
coming year. 

What unique considerations do you have with putting a fine
dining kitchen into a prison?
As you can imagine, there are a vast amount of safety and security
procedures that we must follow when designing, fitting and
equipping our kitchens. Operating inside prison walls we must
ensure that all equipment and utensils remain within the kitchen at
all times so we use shadow boards to count all kitchen tools back
in at the end of every service. Two of our restaurants are also
situated behind the main prison walls so security is even tighter. 

How important is the COMMERCIAL KITCHEN trade show to
you and your kitchens?
It’s important that we take the opportunity to explore the latest
products on offer and equip our kitchens with the latest
equipment that will further our trainees’ development. We rely
heavily on the generosity and support of the hospitality
industry to open each new training project so I’m always
looking to forge new relationships with people and businesses
so we can support one another. 
Where do you see The Clink Charity and its restaurants in 5
years’ time?
Our current mission is to have 20 training facilities in operation
by 2020, which will see more than 1,000 highly trained and
qualified graduates enter hospitality employment each year. We
would hope to open more prisoner-run public restaurants that
not only provide more ex-offenders with a second chance at life,
but also produce the next generation of the UK’s finest culinary
talents – a key thing to consider when the industry is
experiencing such a shortage in skills.   

Which operators across the industry do you admire the most
and why?
We currently work with over 250 operators who are willing to
employ a Clink graduate – subject to a satisfactory interview – so
it would be unfair to single any one company out as being the
best. COMMERCIAL KITCHEN will be showcasing some truly
excellent suppliers and companies this year, some of who are
long-term supporters of The Clink, and I look forward to meeting
existing contacts and networking with new operators and
suppliers who can help make our visions for the future a reality.

Can you tell us a bit about your exclusive session at
COMMERCIAL KITCHEN?
One of the biggest issues myself and the charity face is
challenging the public’s perception of prisoners and the
opportunities we present them with, so our seminar at
COMMERCIAL KITCHEN will be a great opportunity to share my
experience of working with The Clink and to educate those on
the impactful results we have achieved to date.

Chris will present his keynote session – How To Run A
Kitchen In A Prison at 14.45 – 15.15 on Wednesday 
7 June in the Keynote Theatre.

“

With such a wide choice
of innovative equipment
under one roof, and
leading industry
keynotes from across all
sectors of the
foodservice industry, it’s
a must attend event.” 
JULIAN EDWARDS, CHAIRMAN,
FCSI (UK&I)
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Opening times:
Tuesday 6 June: 10.00-17.00

Where:
Hall 8, NEC, 
Birmingham,
B40 1NT
When:
6-7 June 2017

Wednesday 7 June: 10.00-16.30
Last entry is 1 hour before show close

@comkitchenshow | #CommKitch17

For full travel information visit 
www.commercialkitchenshow.co.uk/travel-accommodation

The NEC is 8 miles east of Birmingham city centre,
and at the heart of the UK motorway network.
There’s ample car parking spaces and a free shuttle
bus that will take you directly to the hall.

The NEC is right next to Birmingham International
rail station. Visitors to the show are entitled to 25%
off train travel to the venue with the NEC’s travel
partner, Virgin Trains. Visit www.virgintrains.co.uk/nec
There are over 120 daily coach services from across
the UK to Birmingham Airport. From here you can
get to the NEC in minutes on the free Air-Rail Link.
There’s also a regular bus from Birmingham City Centre.

The NEC is just minutes away from Birmingham
Airport (BHX). From the airport, simply take the free
and fast Air-Rail Link to Birmingham International
railway station, then it’s a short walk to the entrance. 

BY CAR

BY TRAIN

BY BUS &
COACH

BY PLANE

GETTING TO YOUR INDUSTRY EVENT
COMMERCIAL KITCHEN is a truly national show and is ideally
situated in the centre of the UK to make travel easy for
everyone. With great transport links, it’s easily accessible from
anywhere in the UK (and just over an hour from London).

Essential information

“It’s an 
amazing show. 
The quality of 
the equipment
here is really

phenomenal.”
THEO RANDALL, CELEBRITY

CHEF & RESTAURATEUR,
THEO RANDALL @ THE

INTERCONTINENTAL

Join the
conversation!

Let us know what
you’re most
looking forward to
seeing at the show
– what speakers,

exhibitors, and features – we
want to hear it all! Use
#CommKitch17 to join the
conversation and follow us
@comkitchenshow to hear all
the latest show news. 

6-7

Discover the 
latest equipment
innovations
If you’re looking for innovative ideas and
new technologies to enhance your kitchen
then make a beeline for the Innovation
Challenge Gallery. The gallery will showcase the most
exciting new products that have been launched in the last
12 months. Visitors are invited to vote for their favourite
product and those with the most buyer votes at the end of
day one will be invited to pitch their products to a panel of
industry judges in the Innovation Challenge Live.
VISITING ON DAY 1? Make sure you vote for your
favourite product at the Innovation Challenge Gallery.
VISITING ON DAY 2? Come and hear the pitches and
winners announced on Wednesday 8 June in the Keynote
Theatre. The Pitches: 11.45 | The Results: 14.00

Design inspiration
for your kitchen  
Visit the CEDA Awards Gallery to be
inspired by all the shortlisted entries
from the prestigious CEDA Grand Prix
Awards. The entries showcase
excellence in design, specification,
fabrication and fitting on a host of
professional kitchen and hospitality
projects.
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Your ticket to COMMERCIAL KITCHEN 2017 gives you free access to two days of unmissable keynote seminars. 
Hear the latest trends and get ideas and inspiration from some of the industry’s leading names.

PLEASE NOTE: All sessions are on a first come, first served basis. Please arrive early to the session to avoid disappointment. 

YOUR FREEKEYNOTE THEATRE

10.15 – 10.45 
Philip Shelley, Immediate Past
National Chair, The Hospital
Caterers Association
Partners in Health 
– The Hospital
Kitchen Panel
Immeadiate Past HCA
National Chair Philip
Shelley and a leading
panel of hospital catering
professionals look at the
biggest challenges facing
hospital kitchens and share ways that
hospital caterers can get the best out of
their partnerships in order to achieve
excellence, in budget, for the benefit of
those who need great hospital food.

11.00 – 11.30 
Chaired by Chris Brazier, 
Group Event Director, 
Casual Dining
Rolling Out
Innovation 
– The Multi-Site
Restaurant Kitchen
Panel
Featuring Scott Collins, Co –
Founder and MD, MEATliquor
This unmissable panel features leading
professionals from across the spectrum
of innovative high turnover multi-site
restaurants that adorn our high streets.
The expert panel, made up of MD’s,
Executive Chefs and Procurment
Professionals, looks at how they get the
best out of their kitchens and the
innovative equpiment in it, up and down
the country, through procurement,
systems and cutting edge design.

11.45 – 13.00 
Hosted by Chris Brazier, 
Group Event Director,
Commercial Kitchen
The Commercial
Kitchen
Innovation
Challenge
Live 2017 
– The
Pitches
A must for any serious equipment buyer
looking to add real innovation to their
kitchen. The most innovative equipment
products as voted for by buyers on day
one of COMMERCIAL KITCHEN will now
be pitched live in 90 seconds to our
panel of leading industry buyers. Our
experts will then be quiz the suppliers to
determine whether the product is truly
innovative and worthy of a Innovation
Challenge Bronze winner, Silver winner
or coveted Gold winner Award. 

13.15 – 13.45
Chaired by Julian Edwards,
Chairman, FCSI UK&I
How Can We
Become Even Better
Consultants?
Join some of the
country’s leading
foodservice
consultants on this
timely panel that will offer some 
great insights into best practices,
standards and the things consultants
can do to become even better partners
to their clients.

14.00 – 14.30 
The Commercial
Kitchen Innovation
Challenge Live
2017 – The Results
Following the earlier pitches, see which
products our panel of industry buyers
and experts have awarded an Innovation
Challenge Bronze, Silver or coveted
Gold Award.

14.45 – 15.15
Chris Moore, CEO, The Clink
How to Run a
Kitchen in A Prison
Chris Moore reveals the considerations
he takes into account when designing,
fitting and equipping state-of-the-art
training kitchens within prisons. Chris also
addresses the hospitality skills shortage
across the industry and looks at his current
mission to have 20 training facilities in
operation by 2020, which will see more
than 1,000 qualified graduates enter
hospitality employment each year. This will
give ex-offenders a second chance at life
and produce the next generation of the
UK’s finest culinary talents.

15.30 – 16.00 
Chaired by Andrew Seymour,
Editorial Director, Foodservice
Equipment Journal
Excellence by
Association
Featuring Adam Mason,
Director General, CEDA; 
Kate Nicholls, Chief Executive,
The ALMR; Julian Edwards,
Chairman, FCSI UK&I; 
Philip Shelley, Immediate Past
National Chairman, Hospital
Caterers Association
Join the chairs of many of the hospitality
industry’s leading associations as they
discuss the ways that they support their
sectors, their members and, in a
renewed push for corporation and best
practice, each other.

10.15 – 10.45 
Chaired by Andrew Stephen,
CEO, The Sustainable
Restaurant Association
How to Make Your
Kitchen More
Sustainable Today
Featuring Henry
Unwin, Sustainability
Manager, Nando’s
An industry panel of leading
operators discuss the ways
that they have worked to
make their kitchens more sustainable
and the benefits it has given their
businesses in terms of brand and profit.

11.00 – 11.30 
The Food to Go
Kitchen
Experts from cafes, coffee shops and
sandwich chains discuss the challenges
of making big profits in small spaces.
The panel will look at what equipment,
systems and design they look for when
running some of the UK’s most compact
but most successful multi-site kitchens.

11.45 – 12.15
The Pub Kitchen
Featuring Chris Knights, Group
Executive Chef, Young’s & Co;
Kumour Uddin, Group
Executive Chef, Anglian
Country Inns
Pub kitchens have made huge strides in
recent years. This panel looks at the
design and innovations that allow pub
kitchens to lead with all day dining in
high pressure environments.

12.30 – 13.00 
Chaired by Clare Nicholls,
Editor, Catering Insight  
Connecting 
Our Industry
Featuring Mark Drazen,
Managing Director, Caterware;
Nick Howe, Managing Director,
Court Catering Equipment; 
Peter Kitchin, Managing
Director, C&C Catering
Equipment; Iain Munro,
Managing Director, ScoMac
Catering Equipment; Jack
Sharkey MSc, Managing Director,
Vision Commercial Kitchens
Last year CEDA, set out on a
ambitious project in order to best
recognise what it means to be a
“distributor” in 2017. Five past CEDA
chairs will appear together to discuss
changes to their businesses and how
projects, design and equipment will
connect our industry.

13.15 – 13.45
Interviewed by Andrew
Seymour, Editorial Director,
Foodservice Equipment
Journal
Exclusive Interview
with Robert
Quehan, Head Chef,
Bishopstoke Park
Earlier in the year a care home
restaurant in Eastleigh became the first
in the UK to win an AA rosette after
hiring a chef from The Ivy. Robert
Quehan, talks exclusively about working
in the sector and the challenges to make
sure the residents of our care homes are
offered the best. 

14.00 – 14.30
Chaired by Clare Nicholls,
Editor, Catering Insight  
The Foodservice
Kitchen Design 
Panel
The CEDA Grand Prix
Award Winners of Best
Small, Medium and Large
Projects offer an insight
into their award-winning
projects. CNG Foodservice Equipment
discusses its Newcastle-based House of
Tides restaurant outfit, Gratte Brothers’
open up about their kitchen for the
Carnegie Club at Skibo Castle and
Court Catering Equipment talk about
the huge Le Cordon Bleu European
Flagship Cookery School in Paris. 

14.45 – 15.15
Interviewed by Andrew
Seymour, Editorial Director,
Foodservice Equipment
Journal
Exclusive Interview
with Claire Clark MBE
Claire has had a career encompassing
time at some of the most prestigious
restaurants and hotels including The
Ritz, Claridges and French Laundry.
Claire talks exclusively about her state of
the art new cookery school which will
produce the next generation of pastry
chefs. 

15.30 – 16.00 
How Schools and
Uni’s Can Lead the
Way – The Kitchens
in Education panel
An expert panel of catering
professionals from school and university
caterers discuss funding, standards and
design while considering what they can
learn from other sectors and what other
sectors can learn from them.

TUESDAY 6 JUNE WEDNESDAY 7 JUNE
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Here is just a taste of some of the exciting products that will 
be on display for you to see at COMMERCIAL KITCHEN 2017.

THE ADANDE A+ FRIDGE                                                                                                                       
Adande is the renowned market leader for innovative
refrigerated modular drawer products operating within a
‘fridge to freezer’ incrementally adjustable -22°C to
+15°C range; although the multi-award winning A+
Fridge functions 0°C to +15°C, with an EU Energy Label
attesting to its A+ rated energy efficiency. Currently,
Adande knows of no other commercial refrigerator on
sale with an A+ rating in Europe, nor other brand set
against the more rigorous ‘Heavy Duty’ Climate Class 5!
‘Hold the Cold’ technology offers incredible temperature
stability significantly cutting food wastage by minimising
dehydration and condensation.  Fast easy cleaning,
ergonomic, robust and refurbishable too.

Adande Refrigeration
Stand J18
01502 537135
Sales@adande.com
www.adande.com

KITCHEN CHECKS PRO                                                                                                         
Leading, international manufacturer of high quality,
precision thermometers, data loggers and wireless
monitoring solutions.
~NEW LAUNCH~ Kitchen Checks Pro – your HACCP
simply re-invented. Our new approach to taking HACCP
temperatures and performing HACCP checks. By
combining our APP on your tablet or mobile, with a
Bluetooth version of the tried and tested Pocketherm
folding thermometer, you can build and operate a
complete HACCP programme without the need of pen
and paper!
Come and visit us on stand J12

Comark Instruments
Stand J12
0207 942 0712
sales@comarkinstruments.com
www.comarkinstruments.net

TITAN INDUCTION RANGE COOKER                                                                                                              
Induction cooking just got affordable for all sites thanks
to the new Titan Induction Range Cooker from Burco.
Fantastic features include a full-sized 2/1 GN capacity
oven, heavy-duty 6mm glass hob with five induction
cooking zones, single or multiphase connectivity, an easy
to clean and maintain filter system and a comprehensive
three year parts and labour warranty. A host of other
smart features include built-in pan detection, pre-set
cooking controls and fitted castors as standard – all for
an affordable price. Those attending COMMERCIAL
KITCHEN 2017 can view the range on stand C30,
alternatively contact us for more details.    

Glen Dimplex Professional Appliances
Stand C30
0344 815 3742
info@gdpa.co.uk
www.gdpacatering.com

SPEEDELIGHT
SpeeDelight, from Electrolux Professional, is a unique
accelerated cooking solution for a range of food outlets –
from quick service restaurants to pubs and bars, coffee shops
and retail operations. Whether it’s pizzas, paninis, burritos or
sandwiches, SpeeDelight delivers tasty grab-and-go dishes to
order in seconds – giving operators more time to dedicate to
creating happy customers. It has been developed through
extensive customer insight and combines breakthrough
cooking technology with handy features designed to deliver 
a variety of snacks and dishes three times faster than
traditional sandwich presses. What’s more, SpeeDelight
boasts the latest smart connectivity – with a USB port 
and Wi-Fi capability that allows operators to track and
share menus, improve workflows and achieve
consistency across multiple outlets.

Electrolux Professional
Stand F12  
08444 631 260
epr.info@electrolux.co.uk
www.electrolux.co.uk/professional

What’s Hot @COMMERCIAL KITCHEN
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SUPERIORPLUS 72 
Gram’s SUPERIORPLUS 72 is a forerunner in a new
generation of energy efficient refrigeration. Recently
being awarded ProCold’s ‘Most Energy Efficient Product
in Europe’ in the Vertical Chilled Storage Cabinet
category, this model has come about due to
improvements in technology,
making it 44 percent more
efficient than its predecessor.
Hoshizaki UK looks forward to
presenting the SUPERIORPLUS
along with the rest of the
range at this year’s COMMERCIAL
KITCHEN Show. 

Hoshizaki UK
Stand H20 
01322 616900
info@hoshizaki.uk 
www.hoshizaki-europe.com

ECOACTIVEVENT 3000 FROM GIF 
Interflow UK Introduces ecoActiveVent 3000 from GIF. 
Interflow UK distribute a range of environment-
enhancing, sustainable systems from pioneering
manufacturers including GIF ActiveVent, Desinfinator and
plasmaNorm.
ecoActiveVent 3000 from GIF is a new energy saving
solution for commercial kitchens. It monitors the heat and
vapours arising from cooking operations, using optical
and thermal sensors linked to the BMS, to adapt the
airflow and ensure optimal air quality and ergonomics
whilst, at the same time, making significant energy
savings.
Interflow UK work alongside architects and
contractors. They have great expertise in the
design and installation of ventilation, odour
removal and air purification systems. 

Interflow UK Ltd
Stand D36 
01952 510050
sales@interflow.co.uk
www.interflow.co.uk

RETIGO VISION    
Retigo is one of the last, world independent combi oven
specialists engineering, producing and selling Combi
Ovens since 1994. 6 combi oven sizes, advanced boiler or
advanced direct steam, all models with auto-cleaning,
high margin potential. All these and more have been
appreciated by food service distributors in more than 55
countries. The UK team is presented by Phil Smith (UK
Commercial Manager) and Radford Chancellor (UK Non-
Executive Director). Retigo partners are supported by six
training/demo UK chefs. Retigo combi ovens are WRAS
certified and on Caterquotes.
Spare parts are held by First Choice and CCS. Service
provided by trained engineers. 

Retigo Ltd      
Stand F15                                                                     
07375 033397  
P.Smith@retigo.co.uk 
www.retigo.co.uk

MICROSAVE® CAVITY PROTECTION SYSTEM
Regale are showcasing their famous Microsave® Cavity
Liner for the Panasonic, Sharp and Daewoo heavy duty
commercial microwave ovens. Microsave® is the only
microwave Cavity Protection System in the world with full
NSF Worldwide Certification for health and safety plus the
only brand that has been approved by the UK Craft Guild
of Chefs. Microsave® is the only brand of Liner authorised
and approved by Panasonic, Sharp and Daewoo for use
within their range of commercial microwave ovens. Use of
other makes could possibly affect the manufacturer’s
warranty. When buying a commercial microwave oven,
make sure it has a MICROSAVE® Cavity Liner inside!

Regale Microwave Ovens Ltd
Stand I15    
01329 285518
microwaves@regale.co.uk
www.regale.co.uk
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TESTO SAVERIS RESTAURANT 
Testo have launched a brand-new solution, specific to the
restaurant and catering sector, called ‘Testo Saveris
Restaurant’. Combining intuitive software and precise
measurement technology, Testo’s latest solution aims to
make daily job processes noticeably easier, safer and more
efficient. It includes a fully integrated temperature
monitoring system, and control unit(s) allowing all paper
documents to be converted into a digital format. This will
help operators demonstrate the highest level of due
diligence and ensures quality checks are completed on
time and correctly. By removing the need for paper and
automating many checks required in a restaurant, it can
also help reduce operating costs and improve efficiency.

Testo Ltd
Stand D15
01420 544433
info@testo.co.uk
www.testo.co.uk

TOP SUSHI NIGIRI MACHINE TSM-07                                                                                                  
TOP Japan/Atariya Foods is proud to offer you a
professional range of sushi nigiri and maki machines and
other high quality Japanese catering equipment. With a
weight of only 23kg and a compact size, the TSM-07 is
our bestselling sushi nigiri machine which is able to
produce up to 2800 perfectly shaped sushi balls per hour.
This machine consists of few parts which makes it
extremely durable and easy to clean. Furthermore, it
comes with an automated rice top loading system which
makes it a very user-friendly machine that can be
operated by anyone with virtually no training or
experience.

TOP Japan/Atariya Foods
Stand A9
07534 546 578
contact@sushimachines.top
www.sushimachines.top

REXMARTINS’ RMB RANGE 
Pioneering catering supplies company, rexmartins, has
launched its own range of commercial kitchen products,
called RMB. The design ethos of the RMB range focuses
on quality, energy efficiency, ease of use and space
saving. 
The expansive collection includes single zone induction
units, induction fryers and integral self-extraction
systems, through to full working commercial kitchens,
suitable for all catering needs. 
Manufactured to the highest standards, all products in
the RMB commercial catering equipment range come
with a two-year warranty. 

rexmartins 
Stand H26
0800 111 4 333 
info@rexmartins.com 
www.rexmartins.com

TECTO RANGE OF COLDROOMS
Viessmann is a leading German manufacturer of
innovative modular refrigeration solutions.  With a large
UK stock for quick delivery we utilise our own project
management, installation & service teams throughout the
UK and Ireland. We offer durable silicone free modular
coldrooms, flexible room and door size solutions, easy
expandability and re-installation. SmartProtec®

Antimicrobial powder coating that prevents the transfer of
hazardous bacteria. Optimum polyurethane insulation that
gives lower refrigeration power consumption. Constant
operational reliability is attained through precisely tailored
manufacture. Stainless steel floors, PRV’s, interior LED
lights, lockable doors and room thermometers are
included on our Tecto Standard plus range. 

Viessmann Refrigeration Systems Ltd
Stand A16
0800 634 0555
sales@viessmann-coldtech.co.uk
www.viessmannrefrigeration.co.uk
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